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l.

Abstract
The major fo cus of this departmental thesis was to complete t he first English
translation of E271 Arithmetic Theorems Proven by a New Method, a mathematical treatise published by Leonhard Euler in Latin in 1761. Most important ly,
E271 contains Euler's generalization of Fermat's Little Theorem and an exploration of the properties of cjJ(n). Altogether, this paper includes an Abstract,
Introduction , Note to the Readers, Translation of Arithmetic Theorems Proven

by a New Method, Epilogue, and References. More specifically, the Introduction
is about the historical background of the mathematics and applications leading
up to E271 and the key corresponding mathematicians. Then the Note to the
Readers discusses the translation process. Further, the Epilogue consists of the
historical background of the mathematics and applications which arose after E271
was published and the key corresponding mathematicians.
As the author of E271 , Leonhard Euler is the mathematician most relevant to
this project. However, before Euler, the mathematician Pierre Fermat also played
a significant role in the development of number t heory. Thus, the Introduction
contains details surrounding the life and mathematics of both Fermat and Euler.
Following Euler, Gauss was another major figure in the history of number theory,
especially its notation. There are various applications, one of which is the RSA
algorithm, which utilize Euler's work as well. As a result , details on Gauss and
the RSA algorithm, completing a fascinating path from the
21st Century, are included in the Epilogue.
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18th

Centm\· ~o t he

Introduction
Inspiration and motivation for this project arose from a dual interest in mathematics and Latin. After studying mathematics and Latin separately for so many
years, having the opportunity to complete the first Latin translation of E271 was
a perfect project, since it required the merging of two different subjects into one
great project.
The 300th anniversary, in 2007, of Leonhard Euler's birth marked such a strong
renewal of interest in his work that there are many recent books and articles published about him and his mathematics [2, 3, 4, 12]. Considering this renewed
interest in Euler, it was surprising and exciting that most of his publications have
not been translated from Latin into English. More specifically, many of his papers
in number theory (which highlights the properties of whole numbers) have yet to
be translated into English. In particular, the paper E271 1 Theorern.ata Arithmetica Nova Methodo Demonstrnta, translated as "Arithmetic Theorems Proven

by a New Method," in which he proves an important generalization of a conjecture
by Pierre Fermat, had not been translated. Since the author has a strong back-

ground and interest in both mathematics and Latin, completing the first English
translation was a welcome opportunity. However, to paint a clear picture about
the importance of Euler and the significance of this paper in mathematics, it is
crucial to first understand the mathematical context in which Euler wrote it and
the background of Euler himself.
One of the first key mathematicians to study number theory was Pierre Fer1Ju 1910 and 1913, Swedish mathematician Gustav Enestrorn was the fir;;t tu absigil nwn bers

to 866 works of Euler chronologically by year based on the datPS those works were published.
Therefore, modern mathematicians often refer to these 866 w01ks of Euler by the number B11 stron1 assigned to them with a.a "E" before the number. This numbering is referred to as the
Enest.rom Index.
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mat (1601-1665). One of the leading mathematicians in his t ime, Fermat showed
much interest in the topic of number theory. In contrast, most seventeenth cent ury mathematicians placed minimal importance on the subject. Consequently,
although Fermat was greatly intrigued by number theory problems, he was unsuccessful in arousing interest in the subject in many of his contemporaries. In fact.
Marin Mersenne and Rene Descartes are the only other mathematicians who also
made number theoretic contributions which are well-known today, though t hese
contributions are of little current importance [4] (74). Despite the negative reception of most of his contemporaries, Fermat 's correspondence with , and repeated
encouragement from , Mersenne sparked his interest in number theory starting
around 1635 [5] (6), and subsequently, he made several important conjectures.
Although Fermat was likely to state something that he believed to be true
(and usually was, in fact , true) , he rarely provided a written proof. Not surprisingly, Fermat failed to leave behind written proofs for many of his number theory
conjectures. For instance, in some of his letters from 1640 to 1660, Ferma t made
the following claim concerning what are now called Fermat numbers, where n is
a natural number: "all the numbers of the form Fn = 22n

+ 1 are prime"

[2] (45).

In this rare case, Fermat was spectacularly wrong, since, as of t he present , the

only Fermat numbers which have been found to be prime are Fn for n

= 0, 1, 2, 3,

and ±. Fermat also made the conjecture that there exist no positive integers x, y ,
and z such that xn

+ yn =

zn for any n greater than two. Today this conjecture

is known as Fermat's Last , or Great, Theorem. Claiming that the margin of his
copy of Bachet's translation for Diophantus' Arithmetica was too small to contain
his proof, Fermat again failed to leave behind a proof for his conjecture [9] (354).
Although Leonhard Euler managed to prove Fermat 's Last Theorem for the case
when n

= 3 [9] (457) and many other cases were disposed of by others, the proof
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for all n was not discovered until Andrew Wiles published his proof in 1995.
In 1640, Fermat also wrote to Mersenne about what is currently referred to as
Fermat 's Little Theorem, for which he professed he had a proof. Most relevant
to this paper, Fermat's Little Theorem may be stated as follows: if p is a prime
number (i.e., its only positive divisors are one and itself) and a is an integer that
is not divisible by p, then

ap-l

has a remainder of 1 upon division by p. Euler's

proofs of this theorem and his generalization for this theorem are the central focus
of t his departmental thesis.
Euler, the central mathematician of this paper, was born April 15, 1707, and
died September 18, 1783. He not only published prolifically, but his work encompassed many different areas in mathematics and applications of mathematics.
Among the various fields to which Euler made substantial contributions are number theory, real and complex analysis, algebra, geometry, and combinatorics. Euler
even earned a distinguished reputation for his ability to concoct several proofs for
many results [1] (xvii). For all these reasons and more, Euler was considered "the
greatest mathematician in the world" during the eighteenth century [1] (x.xvi).
Born to a Protestant clergyman and his wife close to Basel, Switzerland, Euler
was originally pushed towards the same career as his father. Euler was both a
''precocious youth, blessed with a gift of languages and an extraordinary memory" and "a fabulous mental calculator, able to perform intricate arithmetical
computations without benefit of pencil and paper" [1] (xix). Furthermore0 while
attending the University of Basel, Euler was fortunate enough to spend time learning mathematics from his renowned tutor Johann Bernoulli on S turdays . In fact ,
Bernoulli convinced the young Euler and Euler's father that Euler should pursue
a mathematics career [3] (ix).
When Euler was twenty-eight and without any exposure to t he sea, he made
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quite an impression on his peers by winning an international scientific competition for his masting of ships analysis. Yet, his first post found him employed in
physiology / medicine at Russia 's St. Petersburg Academy in 1726, serving there
with Daniel Bernoulli (Johann 's son) . Always cognizant of mathematics and its
connections to other mat erial, Euler utilized geometric topics to study physiology / medicine [l] (xxi). Soon after he began working at St. Pet ersburg, however,
he managed to obtain a mathematics/ physics post there. Since Euler received
his pay from the state. he juggled his extensive mathematical research wit h his
mandatory work as "a scientific consultant to the government" preparing maps,
advising t he Russian navy, testing designs for fire engines, and more [1] (xxii).
Unfortunately, Euler faced difficulties resulting from Catherine I's death and Russia's subsequent political turmoil, t he " pompous bureaucrat" Johann Schu1nacher
who was leading the academy, and the loss of vision in his right eye in 1740 [1]
(xxiii). Not surprisingly, Euler accepted Frederick the Great's invitation to work
at the Berlin Academy in 1741 [3] (x). After 25 years in Berlin, Euler left to return
to Russia where Catherine t he Great then held power, and he remained until his
death in 1783 [1] (xxvi) .
On a more personal note, Euler married a Swiss painter 's daughter, Katharina
Gsell, in 1734. Euler and Katharina were fortunate enough to enjoy the company
of three of their thirteen children throughout their ent ire lives [l J (xxii) Yet in
1771 , Euler was unfortunate enough to suffer from the simultaneous loss of his
vision after an unsuccessful cataract surgery and loss of most of his scholarly and
personal possessions after a house fire [3]. In addition, Euler suffered the los::,
of his dear wife in 1773 [l] (xxvi). Despite these hardships, in particular the
loss of his vision, Euler still utilized his tremendous memorization aptitude and
mental calculation expertise to continue to produce volumes of work. In fact,
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Euler produced such a plethora of work that the St. Petersburg Academy w s
still publishing his papers about 50 years after his death [3] .
Beyond simply dictating his mathematical ideas and solutions to two of his
sons and two other colleagues, Euler would discuss and ensure that they fully
understood the work. As a result, Euler's work advanced many areas in mathematics while allowing other mathematicians to readily understand and accept
these advancements. With 866 published papers, books, and mathematically significant letters, Euler was the most published mathematician until Paul Erdo
(1913-1996). His work is so comprehensive across the different fields of mathematics that numerous theorems bear his name. In particular, and most relevant
to the following t reatise, Euler made important cont ributions to number theory.
Given his stature as a leading figure in number theory, Euler's proofs and generalizations of Fermat 's Little Theorem bear great importance, and since he is
such a highly respected mathematician who returned to the proof of the same
theorem three times, there is no doubt concerning his view of the significance of
this theorem and his very important generalization of it.
At t he end of a 1729 letter to Euler, Christian Goldbach briefly ment ioned
Fermat's conjecture, which is stated above, about Fermat numbers [2] (45). By
simply planting the idea of number theory into his head , this statement encouraged Euler to undertake the study of number theoretical topics a few years lat er.
For this reason , Goldbach might have played a role in sparking Euler's interest in
number theory. Four years later, in 1733, Euler completed his first number t heory
paper [4] (65). In this paper, E26, Observationes de theoremate quodam Fermatiano aliisque ad numeros pr·imos spectantibus, translated as "Observations on a

theorem of Fermat and others on looking at prime numbers" , Euler commences
his work on number theory by arguing that for n > 1, "if a prime number has
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the form a11 + 1, then n must be a power of 2" (75) and by proving that Fermat's
conjecture that all numbers of the form 22n

+ 1 are

prime is false by showing it

fails when n = 5 (76) [4]. Among his closing conjectures was Fermat's Little Theorem, which Euler did not realize Fermat himself had first suggested in a letter
addressed t o Frenicle de Bessy in October of 1640 (77) [4].
Euler had many mathematical interests beyond number theory, and he was well
respected for his work in these other areas as well. His work on the Basel problem
is one such example. In 1644, the mathematician Pietro Mengoli first introduced
the problem of finding I:~= l

; 2 , or the sum of the series ; 2 , where n takes on all

positive integer values starting with 1. This problem is still known as the Basel
problem, since the elder Bernoulli brothers (Jakob and Johann) worked on it .
After these well respected Bernoulli brothers failed to solve this problem, Euler
found the correct value

2

7r6

at the age of twenty-eight. By solving this problem in

1735, Euler cemented a solid reputation among contemporary mathematicians [3]

(x) .
One year later, Euler presented his first proof of Fermat 's Little Theorem
in E54, Theorematum quorundam ad numeros primos spectantium demonstatio,
translated as "A proof of certain theorems looking at prime numbers". Then he
published the paper in 1741. Some people claim that both Fermat and Leibniz
each had an unpublished proof for this theorem [2] (45), but Euler ·was the first
person to publish a proof for it. For this first proof, Euler used the modern principle of mathematical induction, which was the first time Euler utilized induction
in any paper [4] (203) . To aid his contemporaries in their understanding of the
proof, Euler broke apart t he proof's different steps into cparnte lemmati ;:rnd

w~

particularly meticulous in his explanations. Throughout the proof, Euler used binomial coefficients and series expansion techniques without t he benefit of modern
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notation [2] (46) .
Euler also incorporated a different proof for Fermat's Little Theorem in his
paper E134, Th eoremata circa divisores numerorum, translated as "Theorems on
divisors of numbers", which he delivered to the Berlin Academy in 1747. After presenting this same paper to the St. Petersburg Academy in 1748, Euler published it
in 1750. For a t hird time, Euler provided yet another proof of Fermat 's Little Theorem in his paper E262, Th eoremata circa residua ex divisione potestatum relicta,
translated as "Theorems on residues obtained by the division of powers" , which he
read to t he Berlin Academy in 1755 and published in 1761. Euler even returned
with yet another proof of this theorem in his paper E271 , Theoremata arithmetica
nova methodo demonstrate, translated as "Arithmetic Theorems Proven by a, New

Method", which he init ially read to Berlin in 1758. Subsequently, he read t his
paper to St. Petersburg in 1759 and published it in 1763 [4] (Tl) .
Each subsequent proof revealed a deeper understanding of t he

math~:r:1;3,tics

involved. Euler's proof in E134 contained a slight variation of the proof in E54
wit hin his explanation concerning how he discerned a factor of Fermat's number
225

+ 1 [4]

(203). In E262 , Euler switched proof techniques. Rather than relying:

on induct ion, Euler took advantage of t he properties associated with geometric
progressions and arithmetic modulo a prime p , which is denoted as (mod p) 2 , in
Carl Gauss' notation. More specifically, Euler analyzed the remainders (mod p)
for the geometric sequence an for n = 0, 1, 2, .... He then demonstrated that there
are no more than p - 1 distinct such terms and each term occurs in the same order
t he same number of times throughout the progression [4] (204).
In his paper E271, Euler was the first mathematician to look at the number of
terms less t han and relatively prime to a given positive integer n (this number is
2 For

instance, we say that 16 is congruent to 30 (mod 7), since t hey both leave the same

remainder when divided by 7.
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denoted as <b(n) 3 in modern notation) ; i.e., t hese positive integers have no divisors
in common wit h n beyond 1. In addition, Euler explained many properties of ¢ (n)
and proved Fermat's Little Theorem once more. Far beyond just proving Fermat 's
Theorem, Euler generalized it to all positive integers (not only primes). In fact,
he proved that if a and n are relatively prime positive integers and ¢(n) represents
the number of positive integers less than n and relatively prime to n , then

a 1'(n )

has a remainder of 1 upon division by n. As a result , this generalization is known
as either the Euler-Fermat Theorem or Euler 's Theorem [4] (203) .
As t his brief overview implies, Euler "plunged into Fermat's work, finding it
a source of beauty and endless fascination" [1] (7). This deep-seated interest in
the number theoretical work of Fermat helped lead to Euler 's multiple lasting
contributions to the field of number theory. In the Opera Omnia, which contains
most of Euler's works, there are four rich volumes pertaining to number theory.
Due to t he substantial quantity and quality of material Euler produced on rnunber theory, his contributions to this particular field alone would have made h im
a legend [l] (7) . However, Euler's interests, and subsequently, his vvork, spanned
a vast assortment of topics. In addition to undertaking various scholarly studies , Euler wrote publications aimed at reaching the general public - people wl10
lacked the technical background necessary for comprehending his technical pieces.
One example of Euler's popular books is the widely known Letters to a German

Princess. At the request of Frederick the Great, Euler served as a tutor to Frederick's niece, the Princess of Anhalt, by writing her over two hundred letters on the
subjects of physics and mathematics. These letters were later compiled into the
aforementioned Letters to c, German Princess. Without a doubt, this compilation
was Euler 's most widely read treatise. With this work, Euler made science topics
3 For

example, let n

to 10, ¢( 10)

= 10. Since 1, 3, 7, 9 are all the numbers less t han and relatively prime

= 4.
10

accessible to t he general public by explaining the material in his straightforward
fashion using everyday language [1] (xxv) .
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Note to Readers
The site The works of Leonhard Euler is at http://www.math.dartmout h.edu/ euler / (The Euler Archive) and has a plethora of resources on Euler. The main
feature of t he site is all the original versions of 866 works of Euler in pdf format .
Moreover, a great deal of supplementary information and documents is also available on t his site, so users benefit from access to reliable personal and academic
facts about Euler as well. I accessed E271 Theorernata Arithrnetica Nova Methodo
Demonstrata in its original Latin form through this site. With a printed copy of

this pdf document , I was able to work on the translation while taking notes on t he
translation and translation process. Since the translat ion of E54 , also available at
the Euler Archive, is a parallel Latin-English translation, I was able to use this
iatter document to determine some of the mathematical vocabulary in E271.
Before I started translating E271 , I read and understood the entire paper in
Latin.

Whenever Euler's explanations were hard to follow, I worked through

concrete examples which followed his arguments. Then, I wrote out as literal a
translation of the Latin as possible. At this stage, I turned to additional resources
to find alternate translations and how certain words and phrases were used in
Eighteenth Century mathematics [13]. Then I ensured that I had translated the
Eighteenth Cent ury mathemat ics from Lat in into modern English (mathematics).
Sometimes the mathematical meaning was clear and the Latin construction was
awkward. In other cases, the Latin structure was clear and the mathematical
meaning was strange. Of course, the main translation goal was to ensure that
t he mathematical meaning and Latin structure were simultaneously clear to the
reader.
As expected, Lat in and English a,rc constructed. in different ways. In particular.,
punctuation rules are different in Latin anrl m English . 011c of my main translation
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goals was to stay as true to the original text as possible, and as a result , there
may be some places where the punctuation might seem strange ·to the English
reader. When readability was minimally affected, I used the same punctuation
in English as was used by Euler in Latin. However, to assist readers , I changed
the punctuation in places where the readability was too obscure or jarring. For
instance, to translate as literally as possible while simultaneously maintaining the
ideas presented, I had to change the punctuation of sentence four in the opening
of E271. A direct translation would read : A great supply of Theorems of this
sort left behind by Fermat is available, whose proofs he declared that he hims elf
had discovered the greatest part of, which it is not little to be mourned that they
perished with his writings to the extraordinary loss of this science.

Since the

meaning is jumbled, and even lost , in such a direct translation , I opted to change
the sentence structure so that the English reader would better understand the
meaning. The endings on words make the meaning apparent in Latin (but not in
English). Thus, I translated sentence four as follows : A great supply of Th eorem:;
of this sort, left behind by Fermat, is available; and he declared that he himself had
disrovered proofs [for} the greatest part of them. It is not little to be mourned that
they perished with his writings to the extraordinary injury of this science. As this

example clearly shows , changing the punctuation has the power to preserve the
original meaning, and make it more readable and understandable to the modern
reader wit hout significantiy altering the literal translation.
As I was translating, I also made sure to indicate the places that were particularly tricky to translate verbatim. For instance, in Corollary 3 (section 9) , senario
is literally the six-part- thing. Since this word clearly means the number 6 for this
example, I chose to translate it as 6 rather than the six-part-thing. As a result,
modern readers are more likely to follow Euler 's argument . Since Latin leaves
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out repeated phrases and certain understood verbs, there are also places in which
extra words or phrases are required for modern English readers : In addition, I
noted where letters are unclear. For example, there are certain instances in which

f

is really an elongated form for s. More specifically, see sentence three from t he

opening of the paper in the original Latin: fin e veram, five falfam. This phrase
should actually read sin e veram, sive falsam. Exchanging t he traditional s for
an elongated s, which looks like f, appears to have been common in Eighteenth
Century Latin.
There are also some differences between the way the mathematics itself was
presented in Euler's t ime and to day. For instance, contemporary mathematicians
typically repeat the hypothesis of the theorem in each of its corollaries, but Euler
assumes that the corollaries share the theorem 's hypothesis without restating it.
Moreover , Euler uses the word number where modern mathem aticians would use
non-negative integer. Additionally, since Euler can be verbose, his proofs contain

longer explanations than most proofs do today.

Another importR,nt difference

is that much of our modern m athematical notation did not exist while Euler
was writing this paper ; modern mathematicians would utilize modern symbolism ,
which did not exist in Euler's lifetime, to make many of Euler 's statements much
more concise. For cases in which I felt that a restatement would benefit t he modern
reader's underst anding of the material, I include this modern restatement.
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Translation, by Sarah Nelson , of
Arithmetic Theorems Proven by a New Method,
by Leonhard Euler
Besides the various operations of computing, which are commonly accustomed
to be handed down in Arithmetic, and which constitute as it were the practical
part of this discipline, the Theoretical part of the same [discipline], which resid es
in investigating the nature of numbers, has begun to be treated no less [than
the practical] now for a long time, just as one may understand from Euclid and
Diophantus, where the distinctive properties of numbers are found t o be drawn
forth and demonstrated. (2) To the extent thereafter [that] Mathematicians scrutinized the nature and the dispositions of numbers , they observed so many more
properties of these [numbers] from which they derived very beautiful Theorems
illustrating the nature of numbers, which partly have been fortified by proofs ,
[and] partly lack them even now whether because these [proofs] were not discovered by the authors, or whether they were lost by the damage of the ages from
t his category, there occur everywhere very many numerical Theorems of the sort
whose demonstrations are still to be desired , even if it would not be possible to
call into doubt their truth. (3) And here we ought to marvel not a little at the significant difference which exists between arithmetic and geometric Theorems, since
scarcely any geometric proposition is able to be brought forth , which it would not
be easy to show as either true or false, while on the contrary numerous propositions concerning the nature of numbers are known whose truth it is permitted
for us to recognize, but in no way to prove. (4) A great supply of Theorems of
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this sort, left behind by Fermat, is available; and he declared that he himself had
discovered proofs [for] the greatest part of them. It is not little. to be mourned
that they perished with his writings to the extraordinary injury of this science.
(5) Moreover , in as many proofs of such Theorems as are known, or restored, there
shines forth a much greater strength of mind than we detect in almost any other
kind of proof. Consequently, in this work we ought not to value the usefulness , by
which the knowledge of numbers is illuminated , as much as the greatest fin eness
of detail, by which such proofs are distinguished before others. (6) And for this
reason , alt hough I have worked on t his type more frequently than it might seem
right with t he majority [of people] , it does not seem to me that I have wasted my
efforts, and even now I trust that the Theorems , which I set forth here, vvill not
lack usefulness. (7) Above all the Theorem of Fermat has seemed worthy of note,
by which he affirmed that all the numbers included in the formula

a p-l -

1 are

always divisible by the number p , if indeed pis prime , and a still does not admit
division by p. I have already given a double proof of this Theorem , but novv I
contemplate the same [Theorem] in a broader sense: in general , if the divisor is
not a prime number but any N, I am investigating what kind of exponent ought
to be assigned to any power so that the expression an - 1 may always be divisible
by t he number N provided that t he number a has no common divisor with it.
(9) Moreover I have found t hat t.his [fact] always comes about , so often as the
exponent n will be equal to the multitude of numbers less than N itself, which
are prime to N. (10) Therefore to prove this there is need b efore everything else
for theorems of this sort, from which given any number n one is able to discern
how many among the numbers less than itself are going to be prime to it , or to
discern which [among the numbers less than, itself] have no common divisor with
it. These theorems seem now to have a much more ample use and to give an
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approach towards other more hidden properties of numbers. (11) Moreover , with
these premises , the proof of the proposed truth has been reached in such a way
that it does not seem unworthy of great er attention.

Theorem 1.
1. If the terms of any ari thmetic progression are divided by any number n, the

difference of which [progression] is a number prime to n, then all t he numbers
smaller than the divisor n will occur among the remainders.4
Proof.
Let t he first t erm of an arithmetic progression equal a, and the difference equal
d, such that it is a number prime to n , or which has no common divisor vvith the

number n except unity, in such a way that the arithmetic progression is going to
be: a, a+ d, a + 2d, a + 3d, a+ 4d, a+ 5d , etc. And I say: if individual t erms a.re
divided by the number n , [then] among the remainders occur all t he numbers less
than n itself. To pro e this it will be sufficient to consider only the n terms of

".

this progression, which are: a, a+ d, a+ 2d, a+ 3d , . .. a+ (n - l )d. Therefore if
t hese individual terms are divided by n , it is necessary that all the remainders are
different among themselves. For if two terms such as a

+ µd

and a

+ vd,

with µ

and v being numbers less t han n itself, provide equal remainders when divided by

n , t hen certainly the difference of these (v - µ )d would be divisible by n. However
since the numbers d and n have no common divisor , it would be necessary that
v - µ allow division by n - which would be a bsurd , since v - µ < n. Wherefore
4 For

instance, consider the arithmetic progression 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 , 13 , 15, 17, 19, , . . The

difference of this progression is clearly 2. Since 2 is prime to 9, let n = 9. When t he original
progression is divided by 9, one obtains the remainders 1, 3, 5, 7, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 1, .. " which
all the numbers smaller than 9.
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inc l ude ~

since all those remainders are different , and their number, in any case equal to the
number of terms, is equal to n , it is clear that if the difference of the progression
d is a number prime to the proposed divisor n then among them all the numbers

less than n itself would occur, namely: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . (n - 1). Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.
2. Therefore among the terms of any arithmetic progression, whose number is n ,
provided that its difference is a number prime to n, one term is certainly found.
which is divisible by n. In addition, there will also be one [term], which leaves
behind a given remainder r when divided by n.
Corollary 2.
3. Therefore if a number d should be prime to n, a number of the form a + vd
can always be shown, with any number being a and with v less than ri.. such

'.IS

to be divisible by the number n. Likewise , on these same conditions a number
a + vd 5

\Vill

always be given, such that it will leave behind a given remainder r

when divided by n.
Corollary 3.
4.

Therefore, given numbers a and d, of which d is prime to n , it is always

permitted to find numbers µ and v , such that they would satisfy the equation
a+ vd

=

µn, or also a + vd = µn + r , no matter what number less than n is

assumed for r .
Comment.
5. What we have demonstrated concerning then number of terms of an arithmetic
progression, this is valid concerning an entire progression continued to infinity:
for the terms, which follow after those n terms, reproduce remainders in the
same order if divided by n. Thus the remainders of the subsequent terms of the
5 The

original text read a

+ vb.

The context lets us know that Euler actually meant d and

not b.
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progression after a+ (n - l)d - which are a+ nd, a+ (n

+ l)d, a+ (n + 2)d, etc.

- when divided by n, agree with the remainders arising from the initial terms

a, a+ d, a+ 2d, etc. And if t he entire series should be divided into [an] infinite
[number of] periods , by assigning terms to every n, as in : a, a+ b ... a+ (n -

l)bla+nb ... a+ (2n - l )bja+ 2nb ... a+ (n- l)bl [. .. ], then the terms of any period
will offer the same remainders arranged in the same order. Indeed, the terms of all
the periods, whatever first , second, third , etc. will always give equal remainders.
Wherefore if we should wish to understand the relation of t he remainders , it
suffices to have examined one period.

Theorem 2.
6. In an arithmetic progression, whose number of terms is equal to n , ther·e will
be as many terms prime to the number n as numbers prime to n found among
t he numbers less than n itself, provided that the difference of the progression is a
number prime to n.
Proof.
For let a be the first term , and d [be] t he difference of the progression, which
is a number prime to n, and t herefore let the progression itself contain n terms:

a, a + d, a + 2d, a

+ 3d, . . . , a + (n -

1)d. Therefore since, if these terms shoukt

be divided by the number n , then among t he remainders occur absolutely all the
numbers less than n itself; let us suppose that the remainder r results fr0m any
term a

+ vd.

It is clear , if r is a number prime to n, then that term a

+ 1,1d

would also be prime ton; but if, however , r has some common divisor with n , the
same divisor will also be common for the numbers n and a+ vd. For t his reason ,
as many numbers will be prime to n among the numbers less than n itself, just
as many numbers prime to n will be held also among the terms of the proposed
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arithmetic progression. Q.E.D .
Corollary 1.
7. If n is a prime number, since all the numbers , less than n, are also prime to
it , whose number is then equal to n - l ; t hen in that arithmetic progression all
the terms besides one will also be prime to n; naturally, one of t he terms in the
progression is divisible by n .
Corollary 2.
8. But if, however, n is a composite number, among the numbers less than n
some will be found, which have a common divisor with it: and just as many will
also indeed be found in the arithmetic progression, for which the same common
divisors will agree with n .
Corollary 3.
9. So if it should be that n is equal to 6, because among the numbers less t han
6 are two prime to it (obviously, 1 and 5) , in the ent ire arithmetic progression of
the 6 terms a, a + d, a+ 2d, a + 3d, a + 4d, a+ 5d , t here will only be two prime to
6, provided t hat the difference d is a number prime to 6. So if a is taken to equal

4; and d to equal 5, two of the six numbers 4, 9, 14, 19 , 24 , [and] 29 (obviously,
19 and 29) are prime to 6; one (24) is divisible by 6 - t he rest (4, 9, and 14) share
a common factor with 6, just as 2, 3, and 4 do .
Comment .
10. These Theorems have remarkable use in the teaching and contemplation
of t he nature of numbers . Here, however , it seemed right to apply t hem only
for explaining this question; for any proposed n·u mber n, how many among the
numbers less than 'itself are going to be prime to the same number n ?. Indeed it is

immediately apparent that if n should be a prime number, then all t he numbers
less t han n would be at t he same time prime to it , and that , t herefore, their
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number is equal to n - 1. But if n should be a composite number , the multitude
of numbers less than it and prime to it is less [than n-1] - its quantity, in any given
occurrence, t hough , is not able to be assigned so easily. Thus, if n should equal
12, among the numbers less [than 12] only four are found prime to 12 (obviously,

1, 5, 7, and 11): and if n should equal 60, the smaller numbers prime t o it are 1,
7, 11 , 13, 17, 19 , 23 , 29 , 31 , 37, 41 , 43, 47, 49, 53, and 59, whose total is 16. All of
the remaining 43 have common divisors with 60. It is fitting to be reminded here,
t hat unity is a number prime to absolutely all t he numbers , even t hough it is a
divisor of all numbers, a fact t hat is clear from the definition , by which numbers
are said to be prime among themselves , numbers which permit no other [proper]
divisor beyond unity.

Theorem 3.
11. If n should be any power of a prime number p, or n = pm, among the numbers
less than it there will be as many prime to it , as [the number of] unities contained
in pm_ pm- 1 = pm- l (p _ l).
Proof.
The multitude of all numbers less than the power n = pm is pm - 1. Moreover,
among these certain ones are found , which are not prime to n: obviously, all the
mult iples of p itself, less than n , and no others besides. Hence , the following
numbers are not prime to n: p, 2p , 3p, 4p .. . prr' - p, whose number is pm- l - 1.
After these numbers have been removed away from the number of all less than
n

= pm

itself, a multitude is left behind of these numbers which are prime to pm ,

whose number therefore is pm - pm- l

= pm- 1(p -

1). Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.
12. Therefore fr om t his it follows , firstly - a thing evident in itself - that if n = p,
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with p being a prime number , the number of all numbers less than n and prime
to it is equal to p-l, since indeed all numbers less than it are at' the same time
prime to it .
Corollary 2.
13. But if n

=

p 2 , then among the numbers less than it , the quantity of those

that are prime to it equals pp - p = p(p - 1). The remainder , whose number is
p - 1, will share a common factor with n

= p2 ,

or will be divisible by p .

Corollary 3.
14. Moreover, prime numbers with any proposed power n =pm , pm-- l - 1 terms
are found which are divisible by p, and therefore are not prime to pm , among t he
numbers less than it, whose multitude is equal to pm -1. The remainder , however ,
whose number is equal to pm - pm-l = pm- 1(p - 1) are prime to pm.
Comment.
15. Then if 9, proposed number n is the power of any prime number , by aid of t his
rule we will be able to designate how many among all the numbers less than it are
going to be prime to it . However, when a number n is formed from two or more
prime numbers, from such a starting point the investigation is not yet able t o be
completed . We will be able, though , to resolve this more extensive investigation
by applying the preceding Theorems.

Theorem 4.
16. If the number n should be the product of two prime numbers p and q, or
n = pq , then the multitude of all numbers less than it and prime to it is equal to

(p - l)(q - 1) .
Proof.
Since the number of all numbers less t han n = pq itself is pq - 1, it follows
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first t hat those ought to be excluded which are divisible by p and then indeed
also those which are divisible by q. After these have been removed, the multitude
sought will be left. Therefore, let the numbers from unity all the way to pq , which
are prime to p, be symbolized in this way:
1,

2,

3,

4,

p- 1

p+ 1,

p+ 2,

p+3 ,

p+4 ,

2p - l

2p+ 1,

2p + 2,

2p + 3,

2p+4,

3p- l

3p+ 1,

3p+ 2,

3p+ 3,

3p+4 ,

4p - l

(q - 1) (p + 1) ;

(q - 1) (p + 2) '

(q - 1) (p + 3) '

(q - 1) (p + 4) '

pq - 1.

Now from these numbers , only those which are at the same time also prime to
q, ought to be selected. Therefore, the vertical series should be considered, the
number of which is p - 1. Any given series contains q terms increasing iii an
arithmetic progression, with the difference being p, which is a number prime to q.
Therefore in any vertical series all the terms besides unity will be prime to q (per
Section 7). Hence, each and every vertical series contains q - 1 numbers prime
to q. For this reason, since the number of vertical series is p - 1, (p -- l) ( q - 1)
numbers prime to q are contained in all t he series at once; and therefore, the
same numbers will also be prime to the product pq. Consequently, (p - l )(q - 1)
numbers prime to pq are found among all the numbers less than pq itself. Q .E .D .
Corollary 1.
17. Since the multitude of all numbers less t han the product pq itself is pq - 1,
among these there are always (p -- l)(q - 1) = pq - p - q + 1 [terms] prime to pq .
The remaining terms, however , whose number is p + q - 2, have a common factor
with it 1 or have a common divisor (either p, or q) .
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Corollary 2.
18. From which it is also evident that among t he numbers less than-the product pq
are q-1 numbers divisible by p, obviously, p, 2p, 3p, 4p . .. (q- 1 )p. Then among the
same [numbers] are p - 1 numbers divisible by q, obviously, q, 2q , 3q , 4q . .. (p- l )q.
Since all t hese terms are different, from the previous terms altogether (q - 1)
(p - 1)

+

= p + q - 2 numbers are observed, which are not prime to pq.
Corollary 3.

19. Therefore - if it is sought - how many from 1 all the way to 15 are numbers
prime to 15? On account of the fact that p

= 3 and q = 5, t he rule teaches that

the number of these is 2 · 4 = 8; indeed, they are 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11 , 13, [and] 14. By
a similar method, the multitude of numbers prime to 35 - from l all the way to
35 - is 4 · 6 = 24, on account of the fact that p = 5 and q = 7; and t hese numbers
are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11 , 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22 , 23, 24, 26, 37, 29, 31 , 32, 33,
[and] 34.
Comment.
20. Since the question here is about numbers which are prime to a particular
number and less than it, we will be permitted to conveniently ca.ll them the parts
prime to that number. Thus, if t he proposed number was a prune equal to p,
then the number of parts prime to it equals p - 1. If the proposed number is a
power of any prime number equal to pn, t hen the number of parts prime to it
will equal pn - p 11 -

1

=p

11 -

1 (p

- l); but if the proposed number is t he product of

two different smaller numbers equal to pq , then the number of parts prime to it
equals (p - l)(q - 1) . In t his way, we diminish the ambiguity in speaking. In a
similar way, we are able to prove that if the proposed number is t he product

of

three unequal prime numbers equal to pqr, then the number of parts prime to it
would equal (p - l)(q - l)(r - l ); and to that point, you are permitted tc extend
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this rule to the product of more different prime terms. Moreover , the following
proposition embraces all these occurrences in itself.

Theorem 5.
21. If the numbers A and B are prime to each other , t he number of parts prime
to A equals a, and the number of parts prime to B equals b; then the number of
parts prime to t he product AB will equal ab.
Proof.
Let 1, a , (3, I' , .. . w be those numbers less than A and prime to A (or the parts
prime to A), whose number of parts , therefore, equals a by hypothesis . Consequently, there wili be as many parts prime to A as the number prime to A from

A to 2A; likewise, t here will be as many numbers prime to A from 2A to 3A:
and thus, moreover. In this way, all the numbers prime to A from unity all the
way to the proposed number AB are able to be displayed , as the following scheme
exhibits:
1,

a,

(3 ,

w

A+l,

A+a,

A +(3

A+w

2A+l ,

2A+a,

2A+/3

2A+ w

3A+l,

3A+a,

3A+/)

3A+w

(B-l)A+l,

(B-l)A+a ,

(B-l)A+(3

(B-l )A+w .

Here each horizontal row contains a t erms , and the number of all the horizontal
rows equals B ; for this reason , all the rows consecutively exhibit aB terms, which
are all already prime to A. Therefor e, those terms which are not prime to B ought
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to be excluded from here next. In this way, those terms, which are prime not
only to A but also to B, are left behind; and for this reason, they are prime to
the product AB. Or from t hese rows, only those terms which are also prime to B
ought to be counted. For this end, let us consider the series vertically. Since the
number of vertical series equals a, any vertical series will contain B terms given
in an arithmetic progression. Since the difference of t he terms in the progression
equals A and, at t he same time, is a number prime to B, any vertical series will
contain as many terms prime to B as part.s prime to the number B are given per
Theorem II. Then, by hypothesis, the number of parts equals b. Therefore, sir ce
each vertical series contains b terms prime to B and, consequently, will also be
prime to t he product AB ; the number of all the terms prime to AB (that is, the
number of t he parts prime to this number AB) will equal ab. Q .E .D.
Corollary 1.
22. If a third number C - which is prime to both the preceding A and B, or
prime to their product AB -· is also added , and the number of parts prime to
C equals c; t hen the number of parts prime to the product ABC will equal abc.
For instance, the product AB (whose number of parts prime to it equals ab) may
be considered as one number. Furthermore, the Theorem is relevant in this case,
since C is prime to AB.
Corollary 2.
23. Therefore, a multitude of parts prime to any number N may be assigned by
means of this rule; since each number N may be broken into factors , which are
prime among themselves, and which are each either prime numbers themselves or
the powers of primes.
Corollary 3.
24. Obviously, every number N may be written in a form of t he sort N = p>- · qµ ·
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r'' · s~ 6 with the existing prime numbers p, q, r , s, etc .. For this reason, the number
of parts prime to N will be p>-- 1 (p - 1) · qµ - 1 (q - 1) · rv- 1 (r - 1) · s~ - 1 (s - 1).
Corollary 4.
25. Therefore, the multitude of parts prime to the more simple forms of numbers
may be arranged as follows:
6 The

original Latin actually reads N

= p\q 1",rv,[and]s~.

However, the context makes it

clear that Euler meant for the terms to be multiplied rather than separated by commas.
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proposed

I multitude of parts

number

I prime to it

p
pp

lj

proposed

multitude of parts

number

I p-1

prime to it

23

I

l)(q -

(p -

p3

pp(p - 1)

p2q

p(p-

pqr

(p-

p4

p3(p - 1)

p3q

l)(q -

2

4

p(p - 1)

pq

12

1)

1)

l)(q - l)(r -

42

56

I

7

6

8

4

9 10

1)

I

I

64

11

10

p2(p - 1) (q - 1)

12

4

p2q2

p(p-· l)q(q - 1)

13

12

p2qr

p(p -

14

6

pqrs

(p -

l)(q - l)(r -

1)

l)(q - l)(r - l)(s -

1)

15 16

88

17 18

16 6

p5

p4(p - 1)

p4q

p3(p - 1) (q - 1)

19

18

p3q2

p2(p - l )q(q - 1)

20

8

21

12

22

10

23

22

p3qr

I p (p 2

I

1) (q - 1) (r - 1)

p2q2r

p(p- l )q(q - l)(r - 1)

p2qrs

p(p-

pqrst

(p -

l) (q - l)(r -· l)(s -

I
I
1)

l)(q - l)(r - l)(s - l)(t -

1)

24 25

8 20

Corollary 5.
26. Therefore, as a result, the multitude of parts prime to whatever proposed
number will be clearly specified. For example, if 360 is proposed (since 360 equals
23 · 32 · 5), the multitude of parts prime to 360 will equal 4 · 6 · 4 = 96.
Comment.
27. The rules, concerning t he multitude of parts prime to any number, may be
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sufficient for our present proj ect. Meanwhile, it will still help that the rules,
concerning the very parts prime to any number, have been examined. If the
proposed number is N, and the number a occurs among the parts prime to N;
then the number N-a also occurs in that very place [in the set of parts prime to
it] . This results from the fact that N- a will also be prime to N, when a is prime
to N. Then it will suffice to have found only the parts less than its half in relation
to any number, since the remains of these are complements to the number N. In
a similar way, if N is an even number, and ~ N -a even occurs among the parts
prime to N ; then ~N+a also occurs. In addition, if N is divisible by any number
n , then these numbers a lso occur among the parts prime to it: ~ N ±ex; ~ N ±(Y;
~N±a .. . (n~ l )N±a, and N - a . As a result , these parts may be displayed much

more easily in practice.

Theore m 6.
28. If the number x should be prime to N, then all the powers of x would leave
behind remainders, which are prime to the number N, after being divided by N.
Proof.
For when the number x is prime to N, all the powers of x are also prime to N.
Therefore, if they are divided by N, then the remainders are still numbers prime
to N. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.
29. [Assume x is prime to N.] Then other numbers of powers of x do not occur
among the remainders after being divided by N, if they are not parts prime to N.
Since the number of them is defined in accordance with the na.turc of thr~ number
N, there a.re countless powers of x, which leave behind equal remainders after
being divided by N.
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Corollary 2.
30. However, unity is always found among these remainders having been sprung
up from t he division of t he powers of x by the number N; namely, x 0 = 1 ought
to also be repeated among the powers of x . Moreover, whether all the remaining
parts prime to N, except unity, occur among the remainders, or not? We will soon
see.
Corollary 3.
31. If unity is taken for x , then all the remainders are unity; moreover, any number
may be assumed for N. If x is t aken to equal N - 1 (which number is also prime to
N), then only two different powers will be found in the remainders (sprung up from
the division of the powers (N-1) 0 , (N-1 )1, (N-1) 2 , (N--1) 3 , etc.) - obviou,·ly,
and N-1, which follow after one another in alteration without intermission.
Corollary 4.
32. Therefore, just as the number x was selected because if its relationship to N,
certainly it can happen that not all the parts prime to the divisor N will occur
among the remainders of all the powers of x .
Corollary 5.
33. Then if all the parts prime to the number N are 1, a, b, c, d, e, ... (whose number
equals n ); then either all t hese parts occur among all the remainders mentioned,
or only cert ain parts, among which , moreover, unity will always be found.
Corollary 6.
34. If all those parts do not occur in the remainders left behind from division
of the powers of x by the number N, then all the parts are divided up into two
groups. One group will contain the parts occurring in the remainders; the other
will truly contain t he part s not occurring in the remainders.
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Theorem 7.
35. If the series of powers x 0, x1,x 2, x 3 , x 4, x 5, etc. is divided by the number N,
which is prime to x, then different remainders will come forth , until it has reached
the power which furnishes unity as the remainder again.
Proof.
Since all the remainders are unable to be different in the series of powers
l ,x, x 2 ,x 3 , x 4 , etc. (cont inued to infinity), it is necessary that some return from
the preceding remainders after some time. I also say t hat unity is that very remainder which will return first of all. If anyone should deny this fact , then let
x 1' be the power whose remainder returns first among those remainders following

from the power x µTv. Therefore, since the powers xµ and xµ.+ v offer equal remainders, their difference xµ+,, - xµ

=

x~'(xv

- 1) will be divisible by the number N.

Truly the first factor of the product xµ(xv -1) is a number prime to N. Therefore,
it is necessary for the other factor xv - 1 to be divisible by N. Moreover, then the
power xv will give a remainder equal to 1 when divided by N; and thus, unity will
quickly return among the remainders in the sequence - as the remainder of t he
power xµ, which indeed runs back at last to the higher power x µ+v by hypothesis.
Subsequently, it is evident that no remainder is able to occur a second t ime, unless
unity has already returned among the remainders. Q .E .D.
Corollary 1.
36.

After division of the senes of terms l ,x,x2 ,x3 ,x4 , etc.

by a number N,

prime to .:r, has given remainders different from the beginning (for example, t hink
l , ex, j'.J, / etc.), finally the first remainder 1 occurs a second t ime. If unity rises
from the power xv, then the number of different previous remainders will equal v.
Corollary 2.
37. Moreover, the following power

1;'+ 1

will give the same remainder as

x1, since

the power x'' gives the remainder 1 (the same as the prime ter~ x 0 ) ; and any
xv+µ of the sequence will give the sam e remainder as t he power x µ. It is furt her

necessary that both of the terms x "+t' and x µ furnish the same remainder when
divided by N, since the difference xv+'' - x'' = x '' (xv - 1) is divisible by N.
Corollary 3.
38. Since the same remainders 1, ex, (3, "( etc. run back in order after the power
xv , the power x 2 v , and in a similar way after this one, the powers x 3 ',, x 4 v, x 5 v etc.

all leave behind the same remainder x when divided by N. Indeed , all the powers
x '1· , x µ+v , x µ+2u , xµ +3 v, xµ+4 v etc. also supply equal remainders.

Corollary 4.
39. Therefore, if xv should be the lowest p ower which after x 0 = l offers unity for
the remainder a second t ime, then the number of different remainders will be v .
Thus, when the number of parts prime to the number N equals n , certainly it is
not able to happen that v is greater than n ; as a result, either v will equal n, or

v will be less than n .
Corollary 5.
40. Therefore, if the series of powers 1, x , x 2 , x 3 , etc. should be continued all t he
way t o x n, then certainly at least one (which leaves behind unity when divided
by N) besides the first term 1 will be found among these powers. Perhaps, more
powers of this sort will exist at times, but never fewer than one.
Comment .
41. Properly speaking, the remainders are always numbers less than the divisor
N. However, nothing hinders us from looking at numbers great er than the divisor N also as remainders - if t oo small a quotient is taken up, these sort of
remainders are left behind . Thus, if N+ex is left behind from t he division of some
number by N, t hen this remainder ought to be assessed as equivalent to ex; fur-
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thermore, if t here is a conversation concerning remainders, t hen all the numbers
a , N+a , 2N+a, 3N+a, etc. must be considered in the likeness of the one remain-

der a. Obviously, any multiples of the divisor N (whether added to, or taken
away from, a certain remainder a) do not alter its nature; and , in this way, the
negative numbers are conveniently among t he remainders as well - just as a - N
must be held for the same remainder as a, and the remainder - 1 is equivalent to
the remainder N-1. As a result, it is accomplished that all the numbers which
display the same remainder a when divided by N are able to be held as the same
remainder. Further, there rises either N+a, or 2N+a, or 3N+a etc. as a remA.in-der by taking up too small a quotient from this number through division. There
arises t he remainder a by taking a full proportion from t he same number. Indeed ,
likewise, if too large a proportion is taken up, then the negative remainders a - - T,
or a - 2N, or a - 3N etc. will be obtained and, therefore, must also be thought
not to differ from a .

Theo rem 8.
42. As long as the t erms of the progression 1, x, x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , etc. are divided by a
number N prime to x, if t he remainders will be 1, a, b, c, etc., then there will also
occur bot h all the powers of the individual terms and any products either of two,
or of three, or of however many are multiplied amongst themselves in t he same
terms.
Proof.
The remainders a, b, c etc. arise from the powers x'-', xfl, x "'I etc.; and the remainders a 2 , a3 , a4 etc. rise from the powers x 2'-', x 3'-', x 4 °' etc. by also admitting
numbers greater t han N in the remainders; therefore , t hese latter remainders
are also held in t he series of remainders 1, a , b. c etc. Then, indeed , the p owers
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:r°'+,B, x°'+" , x°'+.B+I' etc. leave behind the remainders ab, ac, abc etc. i therefore, they
also ought to be found in t he series of remainders. Furthermore, t he products all
occur in t he same series of remainders (no matter in what way they are formed
from the remainders 1, a, b, c etc. by multiplication), if, indeed, each is reduced
by the subtraction of t he divisor N to the least form whenever this is able to be
done. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.
43. This characteristic of remainders would stand out more clearly, if the very
powers of x (from which t he remainders have arisen) should be substituted in
place of t he remainders. Then not only all the powers of these powers, but also
any products of t hese powers, clearly occur in the remainders.
Corollary 2.
44. Moreover, for this reason, the number of remainders does not come out in··
determinate. Just as we have already seen that equal remainders result from
count less powers; in the same way, if all t hese remainders should be reduced t o
their least form when sprung up from mutual multiplication, then t hey will all be
called back to a moderate number .
Corollary 3.
45. Thus, if the least power, which leaves behind unity again when divid -d b '
N, is xv - so that the number of remainders 1, a, b, c, etc equals v ·- t hen all t he
products are held together in t he same number when sprung up from multiplication of t he numbers a, b, c, etc., if, indeed , t he divisor N is taken away from them
so often as it is able to be done.
Comment.
46. A unique example is sufficient for setting free all the doubts, which, by chance,
may arise concerning this appearing multitude of remainders. Therefore, let :;;
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equal 2 and let 15 be taken for the divisor N (which is obviously prime to 2). Now
single powers of two will leave behind the following remainders when divided by
15:
powers

1;

2;

remainders

1;

2;

23 .
)

4·

'

8·
)

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

210 .

etc.

2·

4·,

8·

1·

2·

4·

etc ..

)

1;

)

)

'
)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Therefore, the power which brings back unity first is 24 , from which t he remainders
1, 2, 4, [and] 8 are sought again in the cont inuous same order in such a way that
only four different remainders occur. Here it is now clear that - of course, after
they have been recalled to the least form by t he subtraction of t he divisor 15
- numbers which are not included in the same set of four are never brought
fort h from there, no matter in what way t hese remainders are being multiplied
into t hemselves in t urn. Also in t his example, not all t he parts prime to 15 occur
among the remainders; more specifically, the very parts 7, 11 7 , 13, [and] 14 (which
are equally prime to 15) are excluded from there. Therefore, t he distribution made
above among the parts prime to the divisor which do, and do not , occur in the
remainders is illustrated, and it will be most fitting to look back upon it in t he
following discussion.

Theorem 9.
47. Among the remainders left behind from the division of t he powers of any
number by a divisor prime to it , eit her all t he parts prime to t he divisor occur, or
t here will be an equal number of parts not occurring, or it will have a multiplied
7 In

t he original, this number appears smudged. While it looks more like a 14 t han an 11, it

does not look like the 14 t hat comes later . For the st at ement t o make sense mathematically, I
have inserted an 11 .
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ratio to the number of parts (which establish the remainders).
Proof.
Let the series of powers be 1, x, x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 etc. and the divisor prime to
x be N, whose number of parts prime to it equals n.

Further , let xv be the

least power which leaves behind unity a second time when divided by N. Then
the number of all the different remainders equals v. Since all the numbers are
prime to N, the number of different remainders will either equal nor be less than

n - and in the first occurrence, certainly all the parts prime to N occur among
t he remainders. Therefore, let us consider the case in which v < n . Also, let
1, a, b, c, d, etc. be all the remainders left behind from the division of the powers
1, x, x 2 , x 3 , x 4

. . .

xv-l by the di visor N. Since the number of remainders equals v,

all the parts prime to N do not occur there. Therefore, let a be a part of this
kind not occurring among the remainders. Then it may also be proven that none
of the numbers aa, ab, ac, ad etc. occur among the remainders. Since a is also
a remainder arisen from some power or another - for example,

x( -

if aa were a

remainder responding to the power x>- , then x>- = AN +aa and xC = BN +a. Therefore, x >- - a xC =(A- aB)N is divisible by N. Moreover, since x( is a number prime

to N and x>- - ax' = (xA-( - a )xC: ,8 the number x>--( - a would be divisible by N.
Thus, the power x >-- c;; would leave behind the remainder a after being divided by
N - against the hypothesis. Then , since a, aa, ab, a c, etc. (whose number equals

v) are prime to N and may be recalled for the parts prime to N with division by
N, then a is immediately one part prime to N not found among the remainders.
At the same time, the v parts of this sort not occurring among the remainders
may be assigned. Therefore, according to t he minimum, the number of parts not
occurring - unless it is none - equals v. Additionally, if /3 were a part prime to N
8 Although x(

is not in the original Latin, it has to be present for the mathematics to be true.

Thus, there was probably a typo here.
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not satisfied in these remainders, v new parts not occurring among t he remainders
would be held for a second time; and thus, furthermore. For t his reason, if all
the parts prime to the divisor N do not occur among the remainders, t hen the
number of parts not occurring is necessarily either equal to v, or equal to 2v, or
equal to 3v, or to some other multiple of v itself - this is the number of different
remainders. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.
48. Therefore, after a difference has been established between those parts prime
to N which are remainders and those which are not, it lies open from the proof
that the product from a remainder and a non remainder is always held together
in t he group of non remainders. Thus, if a is a remainder and a: is not, then their
product o:a will certainly not be a remainder.
Corollary 2.
49. On the contrary, however, we already see from above that the product of two
or more remainders is found in the group of remainders. Consequently, it follows
that the product of one non remainder and any number of remainders ought to
occur in the group of non remainders.
Comment.
50. The strength of t his proof rests upon t his foundation: if the parts 1, a, b, c, d,

etc., prime to t he divisor occur among the remainders, and a: should also be a part
prime to the divisor not included in these remainders; then it has been

clr~rnon

strated perfectly not only that all the products o:a, o:b, o:c, o:d, etc. do not occur
among t he remainders, but also that these remainders are parts prime to the divisor N. Furthermore, all of t he remainders are different among t hemselves. In other
words, if these remainders are actually divided by N, then different remainders am
left . Indeed, since a: is a number prime to N just as much as a, b, c, d, etc., then it
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is necessary that the products of these numbers are also prime to N. Moreover, the
fact is understood that the products cw, ab, ac, ad9 etc. are all brought back to N
different among themselves; because if, for example, t he two aa and ab give equal
remainders when divided by N, then t he difference of these ab- aa

= a(b - a) is

divisible by N. Therefore, b - a is aiso divisible by N. This result opposes that of
the hypothesis - namely that a and b are different parts prime to N.

Theorem 10.
51 The exponent of the least power xv, which leaves behind unity when divided
by a number N prime to .:r:, either equals the number of parts prime to N, or half
of this number, or some other part of this.
Proof.
Let n be the number of parts prime to N, of which there are v remainders. 10
Then the number of non-reminders will equal n - v. Moreover, we see that this
number either equals 0, or equals v , or equals 2v, or equals another multiple for
some exponent v. Therefore, let n - v = (m - l)v in such a way that m denotes
eit her unity or any other whole number. Hence, we obtain n = rnv and v =

~·

Then it lies open that the exponent of the least power of x which leaves behind
unity when divided by N either equals n (if m

= 1) or equals

~

(if m

= 2) or is,

in general, some certain part of the number n, which presses out a multitude of
parts prime to the divisor N. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.
52. If xv wa..s the least power which leaves behind unity when divided by a number
N prime to x, then the following powers leaving behind the same remainder are
9 The
10 The

original Latin has ac, ac. Clearly, Euler meant nc, crd in this case.
Latin literally says whose remainders agree with v.
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x 2 v , x 3 v, x 4 v, x 5'' , etc. Furthermore, not any others are given beyond, which leave
behind unity when divided by N.
Corollary 2.
53. Therefore , the exponent of this least power is always logicaliy connected with
the number of parts prime to the divisor N in such a way that it equals either t he
number of parts prime to it or some fractional part of it.
Comment.
54. In order that this reason might be seen through more clearly, it will help t hat
some simple cases are considered. Therefore, let x equal 2, and let us take up £01
n odd numbers in succession - in either case, numbers prime to :r;

= 2. Let, us

also display t he least power of two, which leaves behind unity when divided by
each odd number.
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Divisor

n number of parts I least power 2v which divided
by N leaves behind unity

N

prime to it

3

2

22 therefore v

=n

5

4

24 therefore v

=n

7

6

23 therefore v

=

9

6

26 therefore v

=n

11

10

210 therefore v

=n

13

12

212 therefore v

=n

15

8

24 therefore v

= ~n

17

16

28 therefore v

= ln
2

19

18

218 therefore v

21

12

26 therefore v

= ln
2

23

22

211 therefore v

=

25

20

220 therefore v = n

27

18

218 therefore v

=n

29

28

228 therefore v

=n

31

30

25 therefore v

~n

=n
~n

= in

Theore m 11.
55. If N should be a number prime t o x, and n should be t he number of parts
prime to N, then the power xn less by unity will always be divisible by t he number
N.

Proof.
For let x·v be the least power which leaves behind unity when divided by N.
Then v will either equal the number n or some fractional part,

~,

of n . Therefore,

since t he form xvm - 1 has a factor xv - 1 and , subsequently, xv - 1 is divisible
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by N, the form xvm - 1 (or xn - 1) will also be divisible by N. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.
56. Therefore, if the divisor N is a prime number p, and x is not divisible by p,
then the number

1 will always be divisible by the prime number p - as,

xp-l -

indeed , I proved a little while ago.
Corollary 2.
57. Furthermore, if p, q, r , etc. are prime numbers, and x does not include an,v of
these [as factors], then it follows from this theorem that
these forms
xP-l -

are going to be divisible by

1

x P(p-l ) -

p

1

x(p- l )(q- 1) xPP(P- l) -

pp

1

pq

1

xp(p-l)(q-1) -

p3
1

x(p-l)(q- l )(r-1) -

ppq

1

pqr

Corollary 3.
58. If x and y are prime to the divisor N, whose number of parts prime to it
equals n , then xn - y" will also always be divisible by the number N; since so
much xn - 1, as yn - 1, is divisible by N - a more general Theorem.
Corollary 4.
59. By the plan, therefore, for any number N, whose number of parts prime to it
equals n, any number prime to N may be taken fot x. In addition, the formula
xn - 1 will always be divisible by the number N.

Corollary 5.
60. Often, indeed, it is even able to come out with a number so that a more simple
formula of this sort (such as x~n - 1 or

:rJn -

1, or xin - 1 etc.) is divisible by

the number N. This situation depends on the particular nature of the number x .
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Comment.
61. Therefore, behold! a new proof of Fermat's Theorem: if pis ·a prime number,
then all the numbers contained in the formula

ap- l

-

1 would be divisible by

p, provided that the number a is not divisible by p. Moreover, I had long ago

given two proofs of this theorem. But the demonstration which I have displayed
here seems to excel those, because it is not confined only to prime numbers. Fur
whichever number N should be taken for the divisor (so long as a is prime to N) ,
the number an -1 will always be divisible by N, if, indeed, n indicates the number
of parts prime to N. This proposition is much broader than Fermat 's. From this
fact , the usefulness of the first Theorems (by which I have defined t he number
of parts prime to any number) stands out all the more clearly. They might have
seemed too fruitless without t his application.
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Epilogue
In ma.thematics, the Euler-Fermat Theorem has proven to be a. very powerful
tool. Since the t ime of Euler , numerous mathematicians have developed many
different proofs, generalizations, and applications of the Euler-Fermat Theorem.
In particular, it is worth ment ioning Carl Gauss, who was one of t he principal

mathematicians involved in establishing the field of number t heory.
Living from 1777 to 1855, Gauss was often referred to as "princeps mathematicomm" [5] (64) , translated as "first of mathematicians". Like Euler, Gauss was
capable of performing tremendous calculations without tangible a.ids [8] (221).
Furthermore, Gauss shared Euler 's double interest , and talent, for mathematics
and the classical languages (5] (96) . Not surprisingly, his most important work
in number theory, Disquisitiones Arithmeticae, was written in Latin , the scholarly language in Europe at that time. This 1801 publication is the produ ct of
Gauss' fascination with, and focus on, tying together the loose ends of past number theory results with additional essential details and results on which he had
been working since the age of seventeen [8] (223) . Before t his book, most of his
contemporaries had a limited knowledge of number theory topics [5] (96); while
Gauss had an immense interest in the subject , his colleagues lacked knowledge
of the subject. To diminish this gap, Gauss had originally planned to write a
second volume on number theoretical topics. However, he grew too busy working
on other mathematical subjects to ever accomplish t his goal [8] (234). Nevertheless, Gauss carefully and purposely succeeded in securing number t heory as a
seriously studied field of mathematics with his single magnum opus [5] (65) [8]
(236) . Indeed, number theory endures as a sturdy and important field in t he study
of mathematics today.
Of particular importance to the present paper , Gauss paid close attention

to congruence throughout t he first three sections of Disquis'itiones A rithmeticae.

xn

More specifically, Gauss provided a t horough explanation of t he congruence

=A

(mod p) where n and A are integers, p is prime, and x is an unknown in-

teger [8] (235) . (When n is a positive integer and a and bare integers, a= b (mod

n) is defined to be true if and only if a and b leave behind the same remainder
when divided by n.) In Section 3, Gauss briefly explained how Euler had proved
Fermat's Little Theorem. After t his quick history, Gauss ut ilized Euler's method
of proof by using binomial expansion to prove a specific case of Fermat's Little
Theorem [11] (32). As the paper which is translated above .reveals, Euler himself
examined many properties of congruence before Gauss; however, although Euler
was t he first mathematician to supply a detailed analysis of congruence, he obviously did not have access to Gauss' modern notation for congruence, a = b (mori

n). Therefore, although E271 covers congruence properties, it does not appear to
do so at first glance.
As mentioned before, Gauss not only compiled the contributions of p1evious
number theorists in a systematic way, but he also expanded their ideas through
generalizations and new proofs and supplied original ideas [8] (236). Using Gauss·
notation for congruence and ¢(n) [4] (203), Euler's Theorem ma,y be stated as
follows: if n is a positive integer and "¢( n) is t he number of positive integers Jess
t han n and relatively prime to n, and if a and n are relatively prime, then

=

a <f>(n)

1 (mod n)" [2] (45). Recall that this mathematical statement simply means

that

a <P(n )

has a remainder of 1 when divided by n.

There are a variety of applications directly associated with Euler's Theorem.
In particular , EulBr himself took advantage of t his t heorem when proving Fermat's

Last Theorem for n

= 3 and discussing "the representation of numbers as sums

of powers" [4] (206) .
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One useful application of Euler's Theorem outside of mathematics relates to
the splicing of telephone cables. If cables are adjacent both b efore and after the
splicing, then the probability of interference and cross talk considerably increases
[7] (306). As a result , the goal of telephone splicing is delaying subsequent adjacencies as long as possible. This goal may be accomplished as long as t here are
other cables available t o go in between them [7] (309) . Moreover, to minimize
possible complications, the same uniform splicing scheme should occur at each
slicing [7] (306) . Thus, one should connect the first set of cables to t he second set
in such a way that t he cables in the first set are joined to every

sth

cable modn iu

the second set, where n is the total number of cables in each set and s < n. Then
the second set of cables should be joined to the third set of cables following the
same pattern, and so forth. By applying Euler 's Theorem, one may insure that s
is chosen in such a way that adjacent wires are spread apart as much as possible
[7] (309) .
The splicing of telephone cables is not t he only handy modern application
of E uler 's Theorem. Another important application involves securely t ransmit ting secret information. In the past, different leaders took advantage of various
schemes to relay clandestine messages, especially when war and political tension
were prevalent. For example, Julius Caesar utilized a simple coding system, replacing each letter by another letter a fixed distance later in the alphabet, to send
secret messages while in power. Today, people utilize Euler's Theorem to transmit
private personal information in a more sophisticated manner. Iu particular, one
twentieth cent ury applicat ion of this eighteenth century theorem is its significant
role in public key cryptographic systems. T he RSA public key cryptosystem is
one common version, which was invented by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman in 1978
[6] (35). To apply the RSA algorit hm , a person chooses two sufficiently large
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prime numbers, p and q, which are typically made up of more than one hundred
digits each. The person t hen publishes the product n of these two numbers and
an integer e (where 1 < e < ¢(n )) which shares only a factor of 1 with ¢(n) [6]
(95). Anyone else may use the two public numbers e and n to encode a message
by replacing each letter in the message by its numerical value and t hen raising the
value of each letter (or group of letters) x from the original message to t he power
e and subsequently reducing it modn, i.e., computing xe (mod n ) [6] (95).

To successfully decode t he message, one must first determine t he value of ,p(r1.j.
As long as t he publisher chose two prime numbers t hat were sufficient ly large, it is
extremely unlikely t hat anyone other than t he publisher will be able to successfully
decode messages sent by others. More specifically, the publisher will be t he only
person who is effectively able t o factor n into its large prime fact ors p and q and.
subsequently, the only person who is readily able to calculat e t he value of ¢(n) ,
which is equal to (p - l )(q - 1) (a result of p and q being prime). The val ue of

¢( n) is essential for determining t he mult iplicative inverse
other words, </>(n) is crucial in finding t he value of
</>(n)) [6] (95), and this

f of e

f such that

(rnocl ¢(n) ); in
e·f

=

1 (mod

f is required to recover the original value of x. Then if

the gcd(x, n) = 1 (the only factor shared between x and n is 1), for some integer
k, xef

= xf(n)k · x, which is congruent to x

(mod n ) according t o Euler's Theorem.

Therefore, with t he values for the prime numbers p and q, the publisher is able
to decode any message that was written by someone who ut ilized the published
values for n and e. To decode, the publisher raises each letter xe of the encoded
message t o t he power

f and subsequent ly reduces it

modn , i .e., x ef (mod n),

which is equivalent to the number x of the original message.
Anyone besides the publisher will encounter extreme difficulty in decoding any
messages which have been encoded wit h t he publishers known n and e values. In
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fact , to properly decode such a message, the person would have to determine
the prime factors of n, because the only way to determine ¢( n) and

f

is by

first calculating the prime factors of n [6] (95). As expected , however , when the
publisher takes great care to use extremely large prime factors , factoring n is quite
a daunting task. As illustrated , RSA is a safe way for people to relay information
which they wish to remain private. Even two hundred years after Euler proved
this theorem , it continues to show its value in this exceptionally useful twentieth
century application.
As the applications above illustrate, the Euler-Fermat Theorem has applications in diverse circumstances. Therefore , it is not surprising how important this
theorem was to Euler and still is to current mathematicians and users of mathematics .
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